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My Perspective

• When the compiler can solve the problem

• When the programmer has to solve the problem

• When expectations mismatch
Iterative HW investments
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Both parallel and programmable
4 C++ based programming systems
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Heterogeneous Programming for Xeon Phi

Offload Extensions

Programming the coprocessor is the same as programming the CPU
Heterogeneous Programming for Xeon Phi

Same parallelization techniques apply
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Parallel Programming for Intel® Architecture

**Cores**
- Use threads, directly or via OpenMP*, or
- Use tasking, Intel® TBB / Cilk™ Plus

**Vectors**
- Intrinsics, auto vectorization
- **Language extensions for vector programming**

**Blocking algorithms**
- Use caches to hide memory latency
- Organize memory access for data reuse

**Data layout and alignment**
- Structure of arrays facilitates vector loads / stores, unit stride
- Align data for vector accesses
Shared Memory Parallelism for IA

- **OpenMP***
  - Well known industry standard
  - Best suited when resource utilization is known at design time

- **Intel® TBB**
  - C++ Library of parallel algorithms, containers
  - Load balancing via work stealing

- **Intel® Cilk™ Plus**
  - Serial equivalence via compiler
  - Load balancing via work stealing

Different choices for different uses
Cache Efficient Algorithms

• Blocking / Tiling
  – Needs some retuning per platform

• Divide and conquer algorithms
  – Tend to use recursion and parallelize it

• Cache oblivious algorithms
  – Expected to provide asymptotically optimal cache miss behavior
  – In a target independent design
  – Very hard to write

• Is all the burden on falling on the programmer?
Cache Efficient Stencils?

for (t = 1; t≤T, ++t) {
    for (i0 = 0, i0<n0, ++i0) {
        for (i1 = 0, i1<n1, ++i1) {
            for (i2 = 0, i2<n2, ++i2) {
                update A[t%k,i0,i1,i2] according to stencil
            }
        }
    }
}

Looping is memory intensive, especially for parallel implementations, and it uses the caches poorly. Assuming data-set size N, cache-block size B, cache size M < N, the number of cache misses is Θ(N/B).
Cache-Oblivious Stencil Algorithms

Divide-and-conquer cache-oblivious techniques, based on *trapezoidal decompositions* [FrigoSt05], are known to be effective. **Problem:** These codes are difficult to write.

- **Pochoir:** a functional stencil language embedded in C++
- The programmer just provides the stencil code and data, writing serial code
- Pochoir employs a novel cache-oblivious algorithm for arbitrary d-dimensional grids
- Allows arbitrary periodic and nonperiodic boundary conditions
- Implements a variety of stencil-specific optimizations.
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Data Layout
Structured data is common, e.g.

But an array of these looks like this:

![Data Layout Diagram]

Inefficient! To gather all the reds, for instance, we must gather

![4 loads!]

What we need is SOA layout.

![1 load!]
AOS $\rightarrow$ SOA Conversion

- **Manual**: The programmer carries the burden
- **Feedback**:  
  - Layout the data is acceptable  
  - writing SOA code is not.

```cpp
for (auto i=y0; i<len; ++i) {
    arr.x[i] += arr. [i] * arr.z[i];
    result += arr.x[i];
}
```

- **Direction (work in progress)**:  
  - Provide a C++11 based conversion library  
  - Allow the programmer to write AOS, object oriented syntax  
  - It gets converted to SOA code, accessing SOA data layout  
  - The syntactic overhead is optimized away  
  - Same performance as manual solution
Vector Parallelism in Intel® Cilk™ Plus

Array Notations
- Syntax to operate on arrays
- No ordering constraints → use SIMD

Elemental Functions
- Function describes operations on an element
- Deployed across a collection of elements

SIMD Loops
- Vector parallelism on a single thread
- Guaranteed vector implementation by the compiler

Language support for explicit vector programming
Example: Monte Carlo

```c
#pragma omp parallel for
for(int opt = 0; opt < OPT_N; opt++)
{
    float VBySqrtT = VOLATILITY * sqrtf(T[opt]);
    float MuByT = (RISKFREE - 0.5f * VOLATILITY * VOLATILITY) * T[opt];
    float Sval = S[opt];
    float Xval = X[opt];
    float val = 0.0f, val2 = 0.0f;
    #pragma simd reduction(+:val) reduction(+:val2)
    for(int pos = 0; pos < RAND_N; pos++){
        float callValue = expectedCall(Sval, Xval, MuByT, VBySqrtT, l_Random[pos]);
        val += callValue;
        val2 += callValue * callValue;
    }
    float exprt = expf(-RISKFREE * T[opt]);
    h_CallResult[opt] = exprt * val / (float)RAND_N;
    float stdDev = sqrtf((((float)RAND_N*val2 - val*val) / ((float)RAND_N*(float)(RAND_N - 1.f))));
    h_CallConfidence[opt] = (float)(exprt * 1.96f * stdDev/sqrtf((float)RAND_N));
}
```
The Same Source Change Improves Performance on Both platforms

Parallelization and vectorization together improve options per second by > 800X and by >50X
Outer Loop Vectorization

```c
#pragma simd
for (i=0; i<n; i++) {
    complex<float> c = a[i];
    complex<float> z = c;
    int j = 0;
    while ((j < 255) && (abs(z)< limit)) {
        z = z*z + c;
        j++;
    }
    color[i] = j;
}
```
Data in Vector Loops

- The two statements with the += operations have different meaning from each other
- The programmer should be able to express those differently
- The compiler has to generate different code
- The variables $i$, $p$ and $step$ have different “meaning” from each other

```c
float sum = 0.0f;
float *p = a;
int step = 4;
#pragma simd reduction(+:sum) linear(p:step)
for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
    sum += *p;
    p += step;
}
```
Heterogeneous Example: Computing Pi

```c
#define NSET 1000000
int main ( int argc, const char** argv )
{
    long int i;
    float num_inside, Pi;
    num_inside = 0.0f;
#pragma offload target (MIC)
#pragma omp parallel for reduction(+:num_inside)
    for( i = 0; i < NSET; i++ )
    {
        float x, y, distance_from_zero;
        // Generate x, y random numbers in [0,1)
        x = float(rand()) / float(RAND_MAX + 1);
        y = float(rand()) / float(RAND_MAX + 1);
        distance_from_zero = sqrt(x*x + y*y);
        if ( distance_from_zero <= 1.0f )
            num_inside += 1.0f;
    }
    Pi = 4.0f * ( num_inside / NSET );
    printf("Value of Pi = %f \n",Pi);
}```

A one line change from the CPU version
Offloading “a kernel”

```c
__declspec (vector)
double option_price_call_black_scholes(
    double S,       // spot (underlying) price
    double K,       // strike (exercise) price,
    double r,       // interest rate
    double sigma,   // volatility
    double time)    // time to maturity
{
    double time_sqrt = sqrt(time);
    double d1 = (log(S/K)+r*time)/(sigma*time_sqrt)+0.5*sigma*time_sqrt;
    double d2 = d1-(sigma*time_sqrt);
    return S*N(d1) - K*exp(-r*time)*N(d2);
}
```

//offload. Data is in lexical scope, the compiler copies it
#pragma offload target(MIC)
#pragma omp parallel for
for (int i=0; i<NUM_OPTIONS; i++) {
    call[i] = option_price_call_black_scholes(S[i], K[i], r, sigma, time[i]);
}
```
You can offload anything

//parallelism structure does NOT have to be known at offload point
#pragma offload target(MIC) in(my_data) out(my_result)
a_third_party_function();

#pragma offload target(mic) in(my_data) out(my_result)
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i=0; i<N; ++i) {
    for (j = 0; j<i; ++j) {
        #pragma omp parallel for {
            for (k=0; k<M;++k) {
                body(i,j,k);
            }
        }
    }
}
Parallel Programming for Intel® Architecture

- **Cores**
  - Use threads, directly or via OpenMP®, or
  - Use tasking, Intel® TBB / Cilk™ Plus

- **Vectors**
  - Intrinsics, auto vectorization
  - Language extensions for vector programming

- **Blocking algorithms**
  - Use caches to hide memory latency
  - Organize memory access for data reuse

- **Data layout and alignment**
  - Structure of arrays facilitates vector loads / stores, unit stride
  - Align data for vector accesses
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